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NICHOLAS BUCHDAHL not known how many such metrics there are; i.e., which classes in H^^X) can be represented by positive closed (1, l)-forms. The well-known NakaiMoishezon criterion provides an answer in the case of integral cohomology classes: a class p e H^^{X) D -^(X, Z) can be represented by such a form if and only if it satisfies p ' p > 0 and p ' [D] > 0 for every effective divisor D on X; (see e.g., [BPV] ). Campana and Peternell [CP] have generalised this result to the case of real cohomology classes on projective algebraic varieties, but a general characterisation remains lacking.
In this paper, the following results are proved, respectively given in Theorem 11, Corollary 15 and Theorem 16 of §4:
THEOREM. -A compact complex surface X with b\ {X) = 0(mod 2) admits a Kahler metric. 
Preliminaries.
The purpose of this section is to establish notation, review some wellknown facts concerning Kahler metrics (details of which can be found in [GH] §7 Chapter 0) and to establish some basic results.
Let X be a compact complex manifold. Denote by A^' 9 the sheaf of germs of smooth (p, g)-forms on X, and set A^X) := F(X, A^9).
A hermitian metric h on X corresponds to a positive (l,l)-form uj € Aj^' (X), where the subscript denotes invariance under complex conjugation. In local holomorphic coordinates {^a}, uj is given by uj = ci; A / € A^1' 9 " 1 " 1 is denoted by A; up to a combinatorial factor, A is contraction with the inverse h^ of h^. If dw == 0, the formal adjoints of the operators 9 and 9 on AP^ are found to be 9* = iA9 -i9K and <9* = -iA9 + i9A, from which it follows that the 9 Laplacian A" = 9y +9*9 agrees with the 9 Laplacian A', each being one half of the full Laplacian A = dd* + d*d. As a consequence, there is an R-linear isomorphism between HP^X^^) and H q (X,fl, p ) determined by complex conjugation of harmonic representatives, and the decomposition of r-forms into forms of type (p,r -p), which is preserved by the Laplacian, shows that the Betti numbers of X of odd degree must be even.
Although X need not admit a Kahler metric, Gauduchon [G] has shown that there is a conformal rescaling of the metric h, unique up to a positive constant, such that the associated form satisfies ^((^n -l ) = 0. Given such a form, the Maximum Principle implies the adjoint of the elliptic operator P := ^(uj 71 ' 1 /\i99) on functions (i.e., P* : f \-> ^^99(^n~lf)) has only the constants as kernel since P* annihilates the constants. It follows from standard -L 2 harmonic theory that for each / e L^^X) satisfying f^fdV = 0 there is a function u € L^(X) satisfying Pu = /, with u unique up the addition of a constant; here L^(X) denotes the functions in L P (X) with weak derivatives up to and including order k also in LP(X). Moreover, standard regularity arguments apply to P, so for example u is smooth if / is smooth.
In the case of a compact complex surface, the splitting of 2-forms into types is compatible with the splitting of forms into self-dual and anti-selfdual parts from the underlying Riemannian metric induced by h; namely, A^_ 0 C = A°' 1 C A°^ Proof. -Let {vi} be a sequence of real 1-forms on X with coefficients in L^ such that '0^ :
By smoothing and diagonalising, it can be assumed without loss of generality that HI is smooth for each i. Using Stokes 5 Theorem,
Let {^ be the L 2 projection of Vi perpendicular to the kernel of d, so d*Vi = 0 and Vi is perpendicular to the harmonic 1-forms. Hence there is a constant C such that H^H^2 < : ^(11^11 + 11^*^11) ^ Const., so a subsequence of the sequence {vi} converges weakly in L\ to some v € A^ 0 L^(X). 2 ). If ^ is smooth there is a smooth solution g to the equation uj A ('0 -ouj -i99g) = 0, and
If '0 is not smooth, the inequality follows from the smooth case after approximating -0 using Lemma 3. Proof. -By Lemma 4 it can be assumed that dj := f uj A ^ is strictly positive for j = 1, 2 else ^ is (99-exact.
To prove the inequality, after replacing ^ by ^ + ecj and taking the limit as e \ 0 it can be assumed that f^ ^ > 0 for j = 1, 2, and then by Lemma 3 it can be assumed without loss of generality that these forms are both smooth.
Since f^ ^ A (02^1 -ai^) = 0, it follows that 02^1 -a^ + z99^ is anti-self-dual for some function g e A^(X), so
giving the desired inequality. Throughout this section, uj will be a fixed smooth positive <9(9-closed (1, l)-form on the compact complex surface X. All norms and adjoints are computed using the corresponding hermitian metric. 
The main results.
Suppose X is a compact complex surface with b^(X) even, and let <jj be a fixed smooth positive 99-closed (1, l)-form on X, normalised so that f^uj 2 = 2. As in §3, let UQ be a smooth (0, l)-form on X such that Cj = uj + B-^o + cteo is d-closed, with J^2 = 2(1 + ||^o|| 2 ) =: 2(1 + ao) and (jj A Quo = OQ a; 2^.
Let \ be a smooth real 99-closed (1, l)-form satisfying f^ \ 2 > 0 and f^ ^f\uj > 0, and assume that ^ has been normalised so that Fy ^2 = 2. In addition, let u be a (0, l)-form on X such that ^ = \ + 9zt + 9u is d-closed. (T) of this current is 0-dimensional. By Theorem 6.1 of [D2] (see also [Dl] for more complete results), there is a 1-parameter family Tee of closed almost positive (1,1)-currents in the same cohomology class as T which is converging weakly to T as 6 \ 0, with T^e smooth off ^c (T) , Tc,e ^ {to -mm{^,c}K -6^)uj for some continuous functions v^ on X and constants ^ satisfying ^(x) \ v (T,x) for each x C X and ^ \ 0 as e \ 0. Moreover, y{T^x) = (v(T,x) -c)+ at each point of x. For e sufficiently small therefore, T^e >. t^ for some t^ > 0, where t^ can be chosen arbitrarily close to to if c and e are small enough.
The current T^e is smooth off the 0-dimensional set Ec (T) ', that is, off a finite set of points. In a neighbourhood of any such point XQ, T^ can be represented by a strictly plurisubharmonic function / say: T^e = i99f with / smooth off .z-o. Using a standard mollifying function as in [GT] , p. 147, / can be smoothed in a neighbourhood of XQ to a family ft of strictly plurisubharmonic functions converging to /, and on an annular region surrounding XQ the convergence of this sequence is uniform in C^ for any k (by Lemma 4.1 and the accompanying discussion in [GT] ). If p is a standard cutoff function which is 1 on the exterior of the annulus and 0 on the interior region, pf + (1 -p)ft is a smooth plurisubharmonic function for t sufficiently small which agrees with / outside the annulus.
Hence the current Tc^e is 99-homologous to a smooth positive closed form Tc,e for e > 0 sufficiently small; moreover for any i\ < to 5 there is some c and e such that Tc,e ^ t\uj. Thus: The cohomology class of Tc,e is the same as that of T which is in turn the same as that of uj -D for D := ^ Vz[Di\. Here and subsequently the notation is abused in the standard way by identifying a d-closed (1,1)-form with its image in H^-^^X) and vice versa; unless otherwise stated, the (l,l)-form representing a given class will always be that which has selfdual component a constant multiple of uj. In the same vein, the notation • \ will be used to denote f^ ^ A \ for d-closed (1, l)-forms '0, \\ thus H^\X) 3 ^ ^ 2(a;^) 2^^) -1 -^ = (1+ao)-1^)2 -^ ^ Ml defines a norm on H^^X) since the cup-product pairing is negative definite on the orthogonal complement of (2).
If ti < to is such that Tc,e ^ ^i<^ a short calculation using the fact that Tc,e = ^ -D in H^^X) yields (equality will hold only if D is homologous to a multiple of a;).
Now choose a sequence of constants ^ increasing to to and corresponding constants ci and e^ so that 7-c^ez > . ^S with 7-0^1 == ^ -^(i) say in ^^(X). It follows immediately from the last inequality above that the corresponding sequence of classes D(^ is converging to 0 in H^^X) and therefore the corresponding representative (l,l)-forms (which have selfdual component a constant multiple of a;) are converging to 0 in L^X); by elliptic regularity and choice of representatives, these forms are converging to 0 in C°(X). Since Tc^a ^ ti^j it follows that for i large enough the form Tc^a +-^(i) ls positive; i.e., uj is 99-homologous to a smooth positive closed form. This proves: Proof. -The (2,1)-current 9P is (9-closed. By smoothing of cohomology ([GH], p. 385), there is a (2,0)-current V on X such that 9P-9V is a smooth 9-closed (2, l)-form. Then V is a 9-closed current on X so by the same result there is a (1,0)-current W such that V-9W is a smooth (2,0)-form. Then 9P -99W is a smooth 9-closed (2, l)-form. As in the proof of Lemma 8, the fact that ^i(X) is even implies that 9P -99W = 99w for some smooth (l,0)-form w, so for some (0, l)-current U the (1, l)-current P :
If there is no real (0,0)-current G such that P 4-i99G is positive, then as in the proof of Theorem 14 of [HL] Recall now that the real divisor D^ is of the form D^ = ^ VijD^j 3 where D^\j is the j-th irreducible 1-dimensional component of the Czsublevel set of z/(P,-), with vij the Leiong number of P at the generic point of D(j\j. As e^ tends to 0, corresponding constants Ci can also be assumed to converge monotonically to 0, so D^ C D^ for i < j and the constants v^ appearing in D^ also appear as the coefficients in D^. Since is converging to a non-negative number as c, e -> 0, it follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 12 that (representative (1,1) forms for) Dc must be converging to 0 in C°(X). Consequently the inequality (p + z99gc,e { to -cK -6e)(p + Dc implies (p + i99gc,e is positive for c, e sufficiently small. D
